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Abstract—This paper describes the importance of next challenging task, system optimization based on human preference or subjective evaluation, and shows how to challenge the task. As one of this type of approaches, interactive GA is introduced, and its advantages and disadvantages are discussed. To solve the disadvantages, this paper proposes two methods to reduce the burden of interactive GA operators, and evaluates their performances. Subjective tests have shown that the proposed methods are significantly better for human operators than conventional interface from statistical test point of view.

1 INTRODUCTION
Most cases of auto-designing or auto-adjusting systems have numerical specifications. Using the numerical targets, error between system outputs and the targets is calculated, and the systems are adjusted to minimize the error (see Figure 1 (a)). Control systems and adaptive systems are some of them.

Figure 2 is a sample that is popular in cooperative systems in soft computing and that is widely used in consumer products, such as washing machines, rice cookers, vacuum cleaners, photo copiers, and so on [12]. Since the fuzzy system in Figure 2 has numerical specification as supervised data, the neural network in the figure can adjust parameters of the fuzzy system to minimize the error between the actual output and specification of the fuzzy system.

However, some systems whose outputs are evaluated by only human do not have their numerical targets (see Figure 1 (b)). Suppose to design a vehicle controller which lets passengers feel comfortable, to design an air conditioning controller which lets people in a room feel comfortable, to adjust the parameters of a music synthesizer to match its sound to the sound image in your mind, or to create computer graphics which matches to the given design concept. Only human can evaluate the output of these systems based on his/her psychological measure, subjective sense or preference.

Although human can evaluate the outputs of these systems, it is hard for the human to adjust parameters of the systems to optimize their outputs. To automate the designing systems, we need to combine optimization techniques for optimizing the parameters and human evaluation for optimizing navigation. Unlike Figure 2, neural networks cannot be used in this case, because we cannot get gradient information from human evaluation space.

One of solution is to use genetic algorithms (GAs) with human subjective evaluation, because the GA does not request many information of searching spaces, such as gradient information. This optimization approach based on human evaluation is interactive GA.

Interactive GA has applied to several tasks. However, there are many problems to use it practically. This paper describes current issues that we must solve and proposes some solutions.

2 INTERACTIVE GA
Interactive GA is a genetic algorithm whose fitness function is replaced by human evaluation. Figure 3 shows the diagram of the interactive GA that is applied to optimize a synthesizer, a CAD, or CG. GA decides parameters of these target systems. Each system synthesizes sound, figure, or image based on the parameters. Human operator evaluates how the output is close to given concept or his/her preference and returns a numerical evaluation value on his/her psychological measure to the GA. Note that the numerical values that are feed-backed to GA is semantically different from the numerical target that is discussed in the previous section.

The advantage of the interactive GA is that this technology gives one solution to tasks of auto-tuning or optimizing systems whose performances can be evaluated by only human. There had been no technology which automates the optimization of any systems...
whose performances are evaluated by the perceptual or cognitive measure such as beauty, comfort, conceptually well matched, or preference except manual tuning. The interactive GA expands the auto-tuning area from systems which have numerical goal to those which have perceptual or cognitive goal.

The disadvantage of the interactive GA is that physical and psychological burden of human operator is rather big. The interactive GA requires human operators to cooperate with a tireless computer. Since human operators are requested to evaluate and input an evaluation score to each individual in each generation. It is very tired and takes long time for human to score many individuals in many generations based on his/her psychological measure, while it is an easy job for a computer to run GA process for 1,000 or 10,000 generations.

As there are tasks which cannot be solved without the interactive GA, what we must do is to develop techniques to reduce the human burden that the interactive GA requires. This is one of main topics of this paper and is discussed in section 4.

Interactive GA has been mainly applied to design of images and figures. Some of them are: montage face image generation [3], designing shapes of bug biomorphs [11], creating images, evolving expressions that specify particular sequences of image-processing functions [10], combining interactive evolution with constructive solid geometry techniques to create computer renderings of 3-D forms (“virtual sculptures”) [15], general-purpose interactive graphic layout system based on GA [7], the design of a double curvature concrete arch dam [8], line drawing and application to face drawing [1], and the decision supporting system for aesthetic design of cable-stayed bridges [6].

There are a few applications of the interactive GA to time sequential tasks, such as Jam session [2], generating rhythms of percussion instruments [4], and speech processing [17].

3 INTERACTIVE GA FOR TASKS WHICH HAVE SEQUENTIAL OUTPUT

It is physically and psychologically hard for interactive GA operators to use the interactive GA for tasks whose output is shown sequentially, because they have to compare current output with past one in their memory. This is why there are few applications of the interactive GA to time sequential tasks.

Our question is whether the interactive GA is effective for the tasks of time sequential presentation. It is not difficult to change the presentation procedure of the system output from spatial to time sequential. But, applicability and effectiveness are different issues.

To answer the question, we applied the interactive...
Table 1: Statistical test with the Sheffe’s method of paired comparisons. $D$ is the original distorted speech; $X_k$ is the speech which is recovered by a recovering filter made by the operator $X$ with $k$-th generation of interactive GA. $\phi$ means that the difference between 2 average preferences of 32 subjects is significant ($p < 0.01$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>paired comparison</th>
<th>operators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D$ vs. $X_{10}$</td>
<td>A $\phi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$ vs. $X_{20}$</td>
<td>B $\phi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$ vs. $X_{40}$</td>
<td>C $\phi$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GA to speech processing and statistically tested its effectiveness [17]. The main objective of this research was not to apply the interactive GA to new applications task, auto-designing a filter with subjective hearing, but to quantitatively evaluate the effectiveness of the interactive GA whose system outputs are time-sequentially presented.

The task is to make a filter that recovers distorted speech based on human hearing. The interactive GA decides the coefficients of the FIR filter. After the designing, the original distorted speech and recovered speech are evaluated by subjects without the GA operator. If the interactive GA has no effect for this task, there would not be significant difference between two speeches even if the GA operator feels the recovered speech was better quality for him or her.

The subjective test has been conducted with 32 subjects. They compare the original distorted speech with nine speeches that are recovered with three FIR filters generated in 10th, 20th, and 40th generations of three GA operators. Table 1 shows the statistical test of the Sheffe’s method of paired comparison. Filters of any three generations of three GA operators can recover distorted speech significantly better than original distorted speech.

From this result, it can be said that there is, at least, a task whose system outputs are time-sequentially presented and that the interactive GA can effectively work. Once we can say the effectiveness of the interactive GA to time-sequential tasks, making the interactive GA practical is the next task. The section 4 discusses this issue.

4 IMPROVING INTERFACE FOR PRACTICAL INTERACTIVE GA

To solve the problem of human burden mentioned in the previous section, it is important to improve input and output (or presenting) interfaces of the interactive GA. Speed-up of GA searching is useful to reduce the burden of the interactive GA operator. But improving interface is especially important to sold the problem that is caused by the time sequential presentation.

We propose two methods to improve the input interface by using discrete fitness values. The discrete here means psychological sense. Suppose to rate the given outputs of a system that we want to optimize with 100 levels and 5 levels. Although 100 levels are discrete mathematically, we can say it is continuous on psychological measure. On the other hand, we can usually distinguish the difference of given figures or sounds in five grades; rating with five levels can be said as input method of discrete fitness values.

The advantage of this method is that GA operators need not care about small difference and gives same fitness values; imagine how it requests human burden to distinguish the difference between sounds of 67 points and 68 points.

The disadvantage might be to result slow GA search convergence due to quantization error in fitness values. Our simulation results that it is true if the GA search reaches to hundreds-th generation order. Fortunately, (and unfortunately) we cannot use the interactive GA for long generation search because of human tiredness. From the practical point of view, the simulation has shown that the quantized noise caused by the proposed method does not give bad influence to GA convergence in several or several dozens generations [13].

To evaluate how the proposed input method using discrete fitness values is easy to use or reduce human burden, we compare it with the conventional input method through subjective tests. We use two proposed methods: input method of discrete fitness values only and combinational input method of both discrete and continuous fitness values. We also combine the time-sequential presentation that shows only one output each time by each and spatial presentation that shows all outputs at once.

The task is to make a drawing face that matches face in our mind. The number of subjects is 18. Two subjective tests are used: the method of successive categories [5] and the Ura’s variation of Sheffe’s method of paired comparisons [9, 16].

Table 2 shows the result of statistical test that is obtained from analysis of variance for the Sheffe’s method of paired comparisons. We can conclude that the proposed method is significantly better for interactive GA than the conventional input method that has continuous fitness values. It also concludes that allowing interactive GA operators to choose either the proposed method and the conventional method is better.
Table 2: Statistical test for significance psychological differences obtained by the Sheffe’s method of paired comparisons. P1 and P1 are fitness value input methods. P1 is discrete one (proposed method #1); P2 is combination of discrete/continuous ones (proposed method #2) with sequential presentation; A is continuous one with sequential presentation (conventional method); B is continuous one with simultaneous presentation (conventional method).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A vs. P1</th>
<th>P1 vs. B</th>
<th>P1 vs. P2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>test result</td>
<td>significant (p &lt; 0.01)</td>
<td>not significant (p &gt; 0.05)</td>
<td>significant (p &lt; 0.01)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

As the next target of system optimization, system optimization based on human preference or subjective evaluation, which does not have numerical goal, becomes important. Interactive GA is one of tools to challenge this target. This paper has proposed methods to make the interactive GA practical by improving its input interface and shown how they significantly improve the interactive GA interface through subjective tests and statistical analysis. This is one of steps to make practical interactive GA for the challenging task, system optimization without numerical goal.

This paper stresses that improving interface is important to use the interactive GA practically and proposes new input methods. We have started to evaluate new method to improve presentation interface. If a system can learn evaluation characteristics of the interactive GA operators, it must help human evaluation and reduce human burden. We have introduced an online type of a neural network. From the simulation, we have found that the evaluation output of the neural networks is surely better than random order of GA outputs [14]. The next step is to evaluate this method quantitatively through subjective test as shown in this paper.
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